
Recent Allegations relating to Conditions and Circumstances at the Regional Processing 
Centre in Nauru 

 

To the committee secretariat,  
 
I am a former employee for Transfield sub contractor Wilson security. I worked at the Nauru 
Offshore Processing Centre for just over one and a half years and I was employed in the Emergency 
Response Team for this time. 

I have witnessed abuse of asylum seekers, corruption and cover-ups from Wilson security, the 
Nauruan Government and Nauruan locals (employed in the processing centre and in the 
community). Additionally I have witnessed discrimination, corrupt management and deceptive 
conduct from Wilson security.  Below is an overview of subjects detailed in the following pages of my 
submission: 

• Wilson security spying on Senator Sarah Hanson-Young while on Nauru 
• Military imposters employed in supervisor roles within Wilson security 
• Discrimination against Australian staff from Wilson management 
• I have seen a video from before the 19th of July riots where three Wilson guards are planning 

to use unreasonable force and assault asylum seekers. 
• Nauruan employees threatening refugees prior to being settled in the community. 
• Nauruan employees using visa cancelations as leverage (which has taken a direct impact on 

reports not being written on Nauruan staff). 
• Nauru government stating they will cancel the visa of anyone they believe to be in a 

relationship with a refugee that has been settled into the Nauru community.  

 

 

During my employment on Nauru I have witnessed or became aware of the following: 

a. When Senator Sarah Hanson-Young visited Nauru, Wilson Security organised a team from 
ERT to spy on her while she was on Nauru. This included following her around the island 
while she was outside of the OPCs and setting up an observation post to watch her room at 
the Menen hotel. The briefing was given by ERT supervisor  in which he gave 
orders to spy on the senator. This briefing included her room number, vehicle registration 
and even using code name “Raven” over the radio to make reference to her. 
 

b. There are approximately five employees within Wilson security that are military imposters 
claiming to have served in the Australian defence force and have been found out to be fakes 
(This includes employees in supervisor and management positions). In the case of one 
individual, I have a copy of an email conversation between a work colleague and Wilson HR. 
The individual claiming to have served admits he was never in the defence force, Wilson HR 
acknowledges this (and are aware it is a federal offence to impersonate military personnel), 
and yet he retains his employment and his position as supervisor at OPC03.  
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c. There is vast discrimination against Australian employees by Wilson management on Nauru,
who the majority of (if not all) are all New Zealanders. This is evident from recruitment to
selecting workplace positions and finally who they wish to retain at the end of contracts.
During recruitment for more staff in late 2013, the position advertised by Wilson security
had stated a requirement of previous experience in the military, police or corrections.
Someone I know applied to this position; having served in the Australian defence force his
work experience matched the job requirements. However he was not selected and instead a
cousin to one of the New Zealander supervisors was employed with no relevant work
experience. The administration office at OPC01 (office for Wilson management and other
favourable positions) is referred to by the majority of all Wilson employees as “Auckland
castle”. Additionally other references to this corruption and discrimination within Wilson are
that if you want to get promoted you will need a passport with a silver fern. This is unfair,
corrupt and extremely dangerous as people are employed and even given supervisor roles
that are incapable of conducting their job. It is by sheer luck nothing has gone drastically
wrong.

d. Recently due to the decreasing number of asylum seekers within the centre, Wilson security
notified all employees on Nauru in December 2014 they would be reducing the number of
staff on Nauru. This was to coincide with the expiration of employment contracts in
February 2015. In the emails received from Wilson security they stated the selection process
to determine who will receive new contracts would be based on previous work
performance. Despite these assurances Wilson security have instead based the selection of
favouritism and refused to continue the employment of staff with immaculate performance
reviews while offering employees with poor reviews and severe work problems new
contracts. This is misleading and deceptive conduct by Wilson management and HR.

e. I have seen a video from a camera worn by a Wilson security guard on 19 JULY 2013. The
recording was before the riot started and was of three Wilson employees (including the
employee wearing the camera) talking to each other at the recreation centre in OPC01. The
male Wilson employee wearing the camera states if something happens “we go Charlie 2
and take c  down”, soon after one of the other Wilson employees states “If a cop tells
you what to do you can do it. I don’t understand Nauruan so I’m just gonna say he told me
to do everything... I’m pretty sure he said s  like that. I’m fairly confident he gave me that
direction”.  From seeing this video it was obvious to me that these Wilson guards were
planning to use unreasonable force and assault the asylum seekers even before the riot
started.

f. I have not witnessed this myself, however I know people who has observed and are willing
to attest to Wilson Management shredding reports regarding use of force from 19JUL2013,
concerns for safety  and anything that will reflect badly on Wilson management or the
processing centre.

g. When located in OPC03, ERT were frequently tasked with maintaining observations on
specific Nauruan employees suspected of trading contraband. We would also search through
areas within the camp (such as the laundry facilities) and frequently find packets of

...

...
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cigarettes stashed under or behind the washing machines. It was well suspected that 
Nauruan employees were bringing in contraband such as cigarettes and attempting to gain 
sexual favours from asylum seeker females. It was also known that Nauruans not employed 
at the centre would occasionally sneak up to the camp at night and hang outside the fence 
of the SAF (single adult female) area and look into tents or attempt to trade contraband for 
sexual favours. I have twice observed and questioned Nauruan locals loitering in the rocks 
outside the area of OPC03, in both occasions I received no response and they merely moved 
further away from the camp and into the rocks until out of sight. 

h. In the days leading up to the first RSD (refugee status determination) and following after, I
have overheard Nauruans making threats to asylum seeker women inside OPC03, stating
that “We’ll find you outside” and most commonly “This is our island, our rules”.

i. On a date I cannot remember in June 2013, at approximately 0300 in the morning I received
a phone call from a refugee living in the community after receiving a positive RSD. She
sounded deeply distressed and told me her friend had just called her saying a Nauruan is
trying to break into her room. The Nauruan male was known to the female refugee in the
room he was attempting to enter. Eventually the male broke the door handle and left. I saw
the broken door handle the following day while walking to the Anibare boat harbor. I am
aware that there are frequently drunk Nauruan males entering the refugee accommodation
sites in the community calling for females to come out of their rooms.

j. There are huge problems between Nauruan employees and Expat employees. To this date,
the Nauruan government has cancelled the visas of seven Wilson employees on Nauru (that
I am currently aware of). These visa cancellations have been the result of disagreements at
work, mistaken identity and an allegation of racism when the individual involved was not
even on the island at the time of the alleged incident. One of the seven includes a Wilson
security manager who had his visa cancelled after a disagreement with the Nauruan Ops
manager for OPC03 (He did however have his visa reinstated). The Nauruan employees use
this and will quite frequently make hints or even direct threats of cancelling visas so they can
avoid work or repercussions for their actions at work. This has taken a direct impact on
reporting incidents involving Nauruan employees and for many incidents people will turn a
blind eye to for fear of losing their visa.

k. A fellow employee who was on a bus asked the driver (A Nauruan employee) if she could
turn the air conditioner down. The driver somehow took offence to this request and
threatened to call her relatives up to camp to bash him and the other Wilson employee with
him, then follow this up with getting their visas cancelled.

l. I have heard a recording of ERT supervisor giving our team a start of shift briefing in which
he states that if a local employee has a problem with you, they do not need to follow the
chain of command, they can go straight to the Nauru government and cancel your visa or
take matters into their own hands. Additionally during this recording he states that the
Nauru government has stated that they will cancel the visa of anyone they believe to be in a
relationship with a refugee that has been settled into the Nauru community.
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m. I am aware of an incident when a male Wilson employee was at Jules bar on his day off and 

observed Nauruan males harassing and groping a female refugee. The female refugee 
sighted the Wilson guard and approached to begin a conversation (The Wilson guard 
immediately had every Nauruan at the bar staring at him). The two talked for approximately 
five minutes and went separate ways. The following day all the Nauruan security staff at 
OPC03 were asking expat Wilson guards for the name of the Wilson guard talking to the 
refugee at Jules last night. Approximately a week later, an allegation was made against this 
individual by a Nauruan, stating he had been dealing marijuana inside the camps. On the 
alleged date of this incident, the male was not even in Nauru. The individual was 
subsequently stood down from work and never returned to the island. 

 

I strongly recommend the centre is shut down, the remaining asylum seekers be processed onshore 
and all the refugees that were released into the Nauruan community be brought to Australia.  

 

I hope my submission provides some more insight into what is happening on Nauru. 
 
Regards 
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